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• Multi-model ensembles have emerged as a powerful tool for NWP and seasonal 
climate forecasting.

Strong evidence that ensemble mean generally outperform individual 
ensemble members.
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surface is challenging.

Atmospheric models: Highly sensitive to initial conditions, little impact of boundary 
conditions. Easy to generate model realizations with independent errors. 

Land models (off-line): Impact of initial conditions decreases slowly over time, 
highly-reliant on external forcing (e.g., rainfall). Difficult to generate realizations 
with independent errors. 

Analysis of land model ensemble requires a more sophisticated consideration of 
cross-correlated errors between models…
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N Land Surface ModelsOptimized Estimate Relative Weighting

Key to generating optimal weights:

C = N x N model error covariance matrix

(Expected to be non-diagonal for land model ensembles)
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Weighting required to 
produce optimized estimate

Uncertainty in the 
optimized estimate

C = N x N model error covariance matrix



xi = ith LSM
y = active RS       Assume error independence between xi, y, and z 
z = passive RS     but not among all xi

Diagonal of C(i): TC(xi,y,z)
Off-diagonal of C(i,j): TC(xi,y,z) - TC(xi,xj,z)
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xi = ith LSM
y = active RS       Assume error independence between xi, y, and z 
z = passive RS     but not among all xi

Diagonal of C(i): TC(xi,y,z)
Off-diagonal of C(i,j): TC(xi,y,z) - TC(xi,xj,z)

Even in ESA CCI SM, the subset of days in which active and passive 
retrievals are simultaneously available is insufficient for off-
diagonal.

Solution: Instrumental Variable (IV) approach of Su et al. (2014)

Triple Collocation Approach



IV is equivalent to TC, except based on the (modified) triplet:
xi = ith LSM
z = combined passive/active (ESA CCI SM v02.0)
zL = temporally lagged version of z

Diagonal of C(i): TC(xi,z,zL) + δ
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IV is equivalent to TC, except based on the (modified) triplet:
xi = ith LSM
z = combined passive/active (ESA CCI SM v02.0)
zL = temporally lagged version of z

Diagonal of C(i): TC(xi,z,zL) + δ
Off-diagonal of C(i,j): TC(xi,z,zL) - TC(xi,xj,z) + δ

IV is biased by auto-correlated errors in z. However, the bias is the 
same for all components of C and:

Upshot: IV improves our sampling power and provides robust 
estimates of optimal weights (even though it is potentially biased).

Instrumental Variable (IV) approach

(J is a NxN “all-ones” matrix)



North American Land Data Assimilation Experiment

N = 4 LSM (Mosaic, Noah, VIC and SAC)
All forced by a common meteorological forcing dataset (1979-2008) 



Surface Soil Moisture Error Covariance (C matrix)

IV/ESA CCI v2 (1979-2008)

NOAH                        VIC                        MOSAIC                     SAC  



Contains spatially-
varying bias…

Surface Soil Moisture Error Covariance (C matrix)
NOAH                        VIC                        MOSAIC                     SAC  



NOAH                        VIC                        MOSAIC                     SAC  

…same (spatially-varying) bias 
pattern in all elements of the matrix

Surface Soil Moisture Error Covariance (C matrix)



Optimized Weights (λ)

Net Impact of Off-Diagonal Terms (λ – λ[Cdiag]) 

NOAH                             VIC                             MOSAIC                            SAC  

NOAH                             VIC                             MOSAIC                            SAC  



Error Variance in Optimized Estimates



Optimized Weights (all CCI SM 1979-2008)

Optimized Weights (AMSR-E only 2002-2008)

CCI SM = Same spatial pattern with less sampling noise….

NOAH                             VIC                             MOSAIC                            SAC  

NOAH                             VIC                             MOSAIC                            SAC  
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Conclusions/Summary

• Multi-model ensembles represent the future of environmental 
forecasting.

• The ESA CCI dataset has an important role to play in providing 
the required error statistical information needed to accurately 
interpret an ensemble of land surface model realization.
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Conclusions/Summary

Thank you…
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